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FIRST SEMESTER MASTER’S STUDENTS 
OBJECTIVES 
BASSOON 480a 

Professor Kristin Wolfe Jensen 
 

Our goals in this first semester of graduate level bassoon study include looking at all of your 
habits in great detail, and approaching each one systematically in order to build fundamental 
skills that will serve as a solid foundation for your future growth. 
Please prepare at least one new etude for each lesson, chosen from:  

• Studies in Scales and Chords, op. 24 by Ludwig Milde (Presser’s Kamins/Short edition) 

• Ninety Studies Books 1 (Scales) and 2 (Arpeggios) by Marius Piard 

• Concert Studies, op. 26, by Ludwig Milde. 

• 20 Melodic Studies by Alberto Orefici 

• 26 Melodic Studies, by Eugene Jancourt 
 

Consult with Professor Jensen to decide upon a solo piece with piano to perform on a studio 
class, the class recital, and your jury. This selection may be short, and “easier” than repertoire 
you performed on undergraduate recitals, as we are focusing on establishing rock solid 
fundamental skills, and fluidly and easily using a resonant sound and excellent style, intonation 
and rhythm. 
Orchestral excerpts may be assigned for lessons and studio classes. 
The Weekly FUN-damentals outlined below are designed to sequentially build a foundation of 
solid fundamental skills. Please address them daily in the week (or more) prior to the lesson in 
which you perform them. Please note that lessons 8 and 13 require that you bring 20 reed blanks 
in order to ensure you are planning ahead with your reed needs. 

 

Weekly FUN-damentals 
 
Lesson 1: 
 

• Herzberg scale patterns in Bb Major, quarter note = 60. 
 

• Chromatic Scale from Bb1 to E4 in 16th notes, slurred, quarter note = 60. 
 

• Rhythm Worksheet #1, examples 1-4, clap the beat and sing the rhythm, then conduct the 
beat pattern and sing the rhythm. 

 
• Bb major scale in 3rds, low Bb to high Eb, half notes at quarter note = 60 with a tuner, 

aiming for excellent pitch and true legato between the notes (no bumps!). 
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• The tonguing Exercise up to measure 45, quarter note = 108. 
 

• Diminished 7th arpeggio from low B to high D in eighth notes, quarter note = 120. 
 
Lesson 2: 
 

• Herzberg scale patterns in Bb Major, memorized, quarter note = 60 (ff) and quarter note 
= 72 (pp). 

 
• Chromatic Scale from Bb1 to E4 in 16th notes, tongued, quarter note = 60. 

 
• Herzberg Long Tone patterns on C1 with a tuner, quarter note = 60. 

 
• Diminished 7th arpeggio from low C to high Eb in eighth notes, quarter note = 120. 

 
Lesson 3: 
 

• Herzberg scale patterns in Bb Major, memorized, quarter note = 60 (ff) and quarter note 
= 80 (pp). 

 
• The tonguing Exercise up to measure 45, quarter note = 112. 

 
• Rhythm Worksheet #1, examples 5-7, clap the beat and sing the rhythm, then conduct the 

beat pattern and sing the rhythm. 
 

• Diminished 7th arpeggio from low Bb to high Db in eighth notes, quarter note = 120. 
 

• Solos from Tchaikovsky’s Fourth Symphony, slow movement, forte, at quarter note = 72-
80 (yes, this is too loud and too fast, but is designed to help you blow freely and feel the 
larger swoop of the phrases). 

 
Lesson 4: 
 

• The tonguing Exercise up to measure 45, quarter note = 116. 
 

• Legato double-tonguing on D2 and A2, quarter notes and eighth notes at quarter note = 
60. DGDG and GDGD. 

 
• Chromatic Scale from Bb1 to E4 in sextuplets (6), slurred, quarter note = 56. 

 
• Herzberg Long Tone patterns on C4 with a tuner, quarter note = 60. 

 
• Rhythm Worksheet #2, examples 1-4, clap the beat and sing the rhythm, then conduct the 

beat pattern and sing the rhythm. 
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Lesson 5: 
 

• The tonguing Exercise from measure 47 to the end, quarter note = 108. 
 

• Legato double-tonguing on D2 and A2, quarter notes and eighth notes at quarter note = 
80-100. DGDG and GDGD. 

 
• Rite of Spring Worksheet #1 with metronome at 50. 

 
• Read Kagayama’s article “How do Experts Get Even Better?” Then make a 12-15 minute 

recording of yourself practicing and submit it to Professor Jensen. Think out loud on the 
recording. State your goal for the practice session and how you will achieve it. Analyze 
out loud what you hear in what you play and what your strategy is for the next execution. 
Employ playful experimentation. Search and destroy problems. Be inventive. Avoid 
mindless repetition. 

 
• Rhythm Worksheet #2, examples 5-7, clap the beat and sing the rhythm, then conduct the 

beat pattern and sing the rhythm. 
 

• Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique, fourth movement, measures 49-63 under tempo, quarter 
note = 88-96. Practice slurring 4 notes at a time, legato tonguing, and various lengths of 
staccato. Aim for centered tone on every note and clear phrase contours. 

 
Lesson 6: 
 

• Rite of Spring Worksheet #2 with metronome at 50. 
 

• The double-tonguing scale exercise in C Major, quarter note = 100. 
 

• Herzberg scale patterns in Bb Major, quarter note = 60 (ff) and quarter note = 84 (pp). 
 

• The tonguing Exercise from measure 47 to the end, quarter note = 112. 
 

• The cadenzas from the second movement of Rimsky-Korsakov’s Scheherazade, 
performed in a steady rhythm with the metronome on the eighth note (one set of 16th 
note triplets per beat) at eighth note = 64-76, with a beautifully graded crescendo. 

 
Lesson 7: 
 

• The double-tonguing scale exercise in D Major, quarter note = 104. 
 

• Herzberg scale patterns in Bb Major, quarter note = 60 (ff) and quarter note = 88, 
dynamic = pp. 
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• Rhythm Worksheet #3, examples 1-2, clap the beat and sing the rhythm, then conduct the 
beat pattern and sing the rhythm. 

 
• Bb major scale in 4ths, half notes at quarter note = 60 with a tuner, aiming for excellent 

pitch and true legato between the notes. 
 

• The tonguing Exercise from measure 47 to the end, quarter note = 116. 
 

• Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique, fourth movement, measures 49-63 under tempo, half 
note = 58-66. Practice slurring 4 notes at a time, legato tonguing, and various lengths of 
staccato. Aim for centered tone on every note and clear phrase contours. 

 
Lesson 8: 
 

• Rite of Spring Worksheet #3 with metronome at 50. 
 

• Herzberg scale patterns in Bb Major, quarter note = 60 (ff), quarter note = 80 (mf), and 
quarter note = 92 (pp). 

 
• The double-tonguing scale exercise in Eb Major, quarter note = 108. 

 
• Bring to the lesson 20 reed blanks that you have made. This requirement is meant to 

ensure that you are planning ahead with your reed making. 
 

• Chromatic scale from B1 to D#4 in sixteenth-note quintuplets (5), slurred, quarter note = 
72. 

 
• Ravel’s Bolero solo 

 
• The cadenzas from the second movement of Rimsky-Korsakov’s Scheherazade, 

performed in a steady rhythm with the metronome on the eighth note (one set of 16th 
note triplets per beat) at eighth note = 76-92, with a beautifully graded crescendo. 

 
Lesson 9: 
 

• Chromatic scale from B1 to D#4 in sixteenth-note quintuplets (5), tongued, quarter note = 
72. 

 
• Herzberg scale patterns in C Major, quarter note = 60 (ff) and quarter note = 72 (pp). 

 
• The double-tonguing scale exercise in Bb Major, quarter note = 116. 

 
• The tonguing Exercise up to measure 45, quarter note = 120. 
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• Ravel, Piano Concerto in G, first and second parts combined on third movement, 
Rehearsal number 14 to 3 measures after 16, under tempo, quarter note = 66-76. 

 
• Perform from memory the exposition of the first movement of Concerto in Bb for 

Bassoon and Orchestra, k. 191 by Mozart at quarter note = 60-72. For trills in measures 
50-54, subdivide the beat into 7 even notes (5 trill and 2 nachschlag). If you prefer to start 
the trills on the upper note, you may divide the beat into 6 even notes (4 trill and 2 
nachschlag). 
 

• Make a 12-15 minute recording of yourself practicing and submit it to Professor Jensen. 
Think out loud on the recording. State your goal for the practice session and how you will 
achieve it. Analyze out loud what you hear in what you play and what your strategy is for 
the next execution. 

 
Lesson 10: 
 

• Herzberg scale patterns in C Major, quarter note = 60 (ff) and quarter note = 80 (pp). 
 

• The double-tonguing scale exercise in B Major, quarter note = 120. 
 

• The tonguing Exercise from measure 47 to the end, quarter note = 120. 
 

• The Herzberg Long Tone patterns on C#1 with a tuner, quarter note = 60. 
 

• Perform Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring Solos from memory. 
 

• Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique, fifth movement mm. 47-64 (double tongued) and 447-
467 VERY SLOWLY, 8th note = 112-126. The trills that begin in measure 452 should be 
perfect triplets within the eighth notes. 

 
Lesson 11: 
 

• Herzberg scale patterns in C Major, quarter note = 60 (ff) and quarter note = 88 (pp). 
 

• The Herzberg Long Tone patterns on C#4 with a tuner, quarter note = 60. 
 

• Rhythm Worksheet #5, examples 1-5, clap the beat and sing the rhythm, then conduct the 
beat pattern and sing the rhythm. 

 
• Perform the 16th note passages from the last movement of Beethoven’s Symphony #4, 

slurred and double-tongued, under tempo, quarter note = 60. 
 

• Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique, fifth movement mm. 47-64 (double tongued) and 447-
467 VERY SLOWLY, 8th note = 132-144. The trills that begin in measure 452 should be 
perfect triplets within the eighth notes. 
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Lesson 12: 
 

• Herzberg scale patterns in C Major, quarter note = 60 (ff), quarter note = 80 (mf), and 
quarter note = 92 (pp). 

 
• Ravel, Piano Concerto in G, first and second parts combined on third movement, 

Rehearsal number 14 to 3 measures after 16, under tempo, quarter note = 80-92. 
 

• Perform the 16th note passages from the last movement of Beethoven’s Symphony #4, 
slurred and double-tongued, under tempo, quarter note = 72-80. 

 
• Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique, fifth movement mm. 47-64 (double tongued) and 447-

467 VERY SLOWLY, 8th note = 152-168. The trills that begin in measure 452 should be 
perfect triplets within the eighth notes. 
 

Lesson 13: 
 

• Perform any of the material from previous weeks that needed refinement. 
 

• Bring to the final lesson 20 reed blanks that you have made. This requirement is meant to 
ensure that you are planning ahead with your reed making.

 


